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Matthew Reed 
Founder & 

Managing Director 

The digital MGA providing innovative Health Insurance for businesses, employees and their families. Their Plans               
include a range of services such as 24/7 GP access, physio, personalised health check, diagnosis, treatment and                 
stress support. 

@equipsme 
Li: equipsme 

www.equipsme.com 
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Amer Fasihi 

COO & Co-founder 

Kraydel’s Agetech defining platform is designed to help the elderly and vulnerable live independently. They               
improve social engagement by TV video calls, support physical wellbeing through sensors in the TV-top box and                 
through integrations with IoT devices increasing resilience with an actively curated ecosystem of user services. 

@KraydelCares 
Li: kraydel 

www.kraydel.com  
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Andy Reynolds 

International CEO 

Quealth is the clinically-validated HRA focused around the 5 leading lifestyle-driven illnesses in the world. It                
provides evidence-based advice using the behavioural change science, helping users to make lifestyle changes for               
a longer, healthier life. Built into a configurable SaaS technology platform, it is designed to help Insurers and                  
Employers engage with their target audience, driving strategic content, signposting and data-led insights that              
support their commercial objectives. 

@Quealth 
Li: roadtohealth-ltd 

www.quealth.co 
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Inbar Ravid 

Head of FS 

Products 

BeyondMinds aspire to create a better world and influence billions. They build products that creates real                
transformation through AI. They focus on helping insurers automate core processes such as claims, UW and                
launch new features leveraging the data they collect to give more to their customers.  

Li: beyondminds 
www.beyondminds.ai 
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Alon Shem-Tov 

VP Global Sales 

Binah.ai combines the power of Signal Processing with AI providing ready to use solutions that enable the                 
evolution of the digital health era. One of the use cases includes using the phone camera to measure Heart Rate                    
and other vital signs without touching the camera.  

Li: binah.ai 
FB: binah.ai.ltd 
www.binah.ai 
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Richard Barnes 

CEO & Founder 

BVI technology works for insurers to provide better protection, improve risk classification and offer more accurate                
pricing through scientific and medically validated scanning technology. BVI removes the cumbersome customer             
process of obtaining life and health insurance, improving the experience and value proposition. BVI is proven to                 
increase motivation, user engagement and retention, when integrated within health and wellness programmes. 

@bodyvolume 
FB: BodyVolume  
Li: bodyvolume 

www.bodyvolume.com 
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 Dr Sina Habibi  

CEO and Cofounder 

Cognetivity Neurosciences is a University of Cambridge spin out focusing on AI-enabled MedTech and digital               
health solution aiming to reduce the time and cost for the diagnosis and care of Dementia using a patented                   
software technology disrupting a global multi-billion dollar market. 

@Cognetivity 
Li: cognetivity-limited 
www.cognetivity.com 
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Rupert Melsom 
VP Business 

Development 

Digi.me is a personal data ecosystem, enabling individuals to share access to elements of their digital footprint in                  
return for service, convenience and reward. This is made possible by enabling individuals to own and control their                  
data from all different service providers. 

@digime 
Li: digime 

www.digi.me 
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Geoffrey Doran 
Head of Experience 

Design 

Consulting, transformation, technology and operations – everis, an NTT DATA company, offers business solutions,              
strategy, development and maintenance of technological applications and outsourcing services. The company,            
operating across several sectors, including insurance, achieved a turnover of 1.43bn Euro in the last fiscal year and                  
has over 24,500 professionals across 18 countries. 

@everisUK 
Li: everis 

www.everis.co.uk 
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Michel Abbink & 

Tom Jaeggi  

Co-Founder & Head 

of Client Delivery 

inforcehub helps incumbent life and health insurers engage with their long-term customers. Their solution helps               
identify customers who should be targeted and gives front-line staff prompts and suggestions about a range of                 
actions to take to promote growth and retention. E.g, they can identify where a customer’s product is maturing                  
soon and prompt an agent to encourage the transfer of funds to a new product. 

@InForceHub 
Li: inforcehub 

www.inforcehub.com 
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Gavin Judd 
Business 

Development 
Manager 

LifeQuote is the B2B brand of Direct Life, the regulated, specialist Protection systems and services company. They                 
provide modular systems as well as a full Protection Portal to make Protection Simple for Advisers to understand,                  
advise and transact. In addition, Direct Life provide consumer facing Quote and Apply systems and services to                 
enable any business to offer Protection to their clients with a minimum of fuss and cost. 

@LifeQuote_UK 
Li: lifequote-portal 

www.lifequote.co.uk 
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Rodrigo Jesus 

CEO 

L3M Technologies work at the intersection of healthcare and wellness, creating digital solutions that offer tailored                
recommendations and help people when they most need it. Their human performance model, powered by               
McLaren Applied Technologies, combines real-life data with personalised insights. They are starting with a product               
for pre and postnatal women and there will be more new solutions to come soon. 

@L3mTechnologies 
Li: l3m-technologies 
www.lm3tech.com 
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Bob Moens 

B2B Partnerships 

SkinVision is a validated service for people to check their skin for signs of cancer, using their smartphone. Every                   
picture is being checked by ML algorithm and quality assured by a dermatologist. This way SkinVision significantly                 
reduces the unnecessary 2-week-wait referrals to the understaffed dermatologists. Cancers are detected earlier,             
and patients have faster access to treatment. They are supported by NHS in 2 accelerator programs. 

@SknVsn 
IG: sknvsn 

Li: skinvision 
www.skinvision.com 
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Dr Bippon Vinayak 
Founder & 

Chairman of Group 

Square Health was founded by the team behind the Doctors Chambers group and was set up to provide holistic                   
medical, technological and claims-related solutions for insurers. They offer a range of medical services including               
medical screening, 2nd opinion services, health MOTs, appointment booking services, virtual and face-to-face GP              
consultations, specialist referrals, physiotherapy sessions, counselling and dietician appointments— all of which            
can be arranged in short timescales and are supported via our bespoke technology and software.  

@squarehealthltd 
Li: square-health 

www.squarehealth.com 
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Emma Jones 
Executive Director, 
UW Innovation & 

Strategic 
Development, 

EMEA 

RGAX is the “transformation engine” of Reinsurance Group of America, a global provider of life reinsurance and                 
Fortune 500 company. Together RGA and RGAX are exploring new opportunities, expanding the footprint of the                
life insurance ecosystem, and accelerating the development of new solutions and services to inspire greater               
consumer engagement. UnderwritingPal is a new automated UW solution powered by RGA’s e-underwriting             
engine, AURA. UnderwritingPal utilises behavioural science techniques and RGA’s UW expertise to provide an              
optimised, direct to consumer UW service. Utilising AURA’s AWS-deployed technology stack and APIs, users of               
UnderwritingPal can fully customise the UI to provide a first class, mobile friendly, user experience. 

@RGAXGlobal 
FB: RGAXGlobal 

Li: rgax 
www.rgax.com 
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Sandro Matter 

Co-Founder 

Vlot helps individuals navigate the complex world of state and employer related risk benefits by providing income                 
gap analysis. With a B2C DNA, the company today focuses on B2B white-labeled solutions for insurers, banks and                  
corporates. Vlot’s ACP – Analysis – Coverage – Process – modules deliver holistic advice, create valuable leads and                  
unlock untapped revenue streams through the trusted channel of employers. 

@vlotltd 
Li: vlot-ltd 

www.vlot.ch 
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 Josh Hart 

Co-Founder 

yulife is a London based life insurance company that inspires life. Driven by a mission of helping every person to                    
be their best self, the company rewards its members for living well now, as well as protecting their loved ones in                     
the future. The yulife app encourages everyday healthy behaviour, creating teams that are happier, healthier and                
more productive. 

@yulife 
Li: yulife 

IG: @yulifestories 
www.yulife.com 
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